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Hi, I'm Sharon, and I'm Lisa, and together we're the Introvert Sisters. W

elcome to our podcast.

INTRO: 

Welcome guys. Welcome back. So Sis, wha gwan. Dipping into my Jamaican

heritage. What a lot of listeners don't know is I'm actually technically from three

islands. So I was born in Jamaica and I grew up in Trinidad and Barbados. So I can

say, wha gwan with some, a little bit of authenticity. I think rea, Jamaicans might say

not, but whatever.

LISA: 

We'll take what authenticity we can get. Right. It's been kind of an

interesting week, little bit of work, doing things with the podcast site cause we're

excited about our newish baby,

SHARON: 

She's new and she's beautifulLISA: 

S he's new and she's beautiful and we love her.SHARON: 

Yes. Our next thing is going to be getting the music organized and I'm very

excited to get that part done.

LISA: 

Yes, yes, yes, yes. And we've made some progress, but, watch this space

or rather, listen to this space. And what's been going on with you, Sis?

SHARON: 
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I'm good, I'm good. I woke up in a little bit of a funk this morning, it's just, it kind

of, it felt very sort of existential like, Oh my gosh, will the world ever be the same?

LISA: 

Will I and m illions of others - w ill we ever work again? What does the future

look like? Where is income coming from? All of that stuff. I guess life goes on, there's

still a lot to be grateful for. Obviously. Grateful, grateful for continued good health.

Yup. Grateful for connections with family and friends. Grateful for food. I got some

more toilet paper. Listen, let me tell you, there's nothing like a pan demic to make

you really focus on the small things and I, you never knew toilet paper was so utterly

important until all of the hoarders bought up all of it.

LISA: 

But I was really getting to the point where, like, okay, what - I have like a roll

left, like what's going on. But I found some at my corner store.

LISA: 

And on that note, how much we take for granted just being able to get the

stuff that we need. When you're not going out and you're waiting for a delivery and

the date keeps getting put back , it's a little bit of a facer really, so we were really

happy to finally get our delivery after 10 days , with a couple of essentials, a little

caffeine infusion for some people in the house. We were able to get some fresh

vegetables, - it's good as a vegetarian or a pescatarian as I am, having access to a

little bit of vegetables is useful.

SHARON: 
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It is. It is.LISA: 

So, so that was good. Yeah. Anything else going on with you?SHARON: 

Nothing really. I've been entertaining myself actually by listening to DJ Nice on

Instagram. I don't know if you've heard about him, but he's - I think he was always

kind of famous, but now he's like crazy famous . Like within a couple of days, he

started what he's called Club Quarantine, just playing music to entertain people and

keep their mood mood up. But I mean like, Michelle Obama, Halle Berry, Mariah

Carey, like all the stars are listening and of course millions of regular people as well.

So he went from, I dunno, a few hundred thousand followers, which was still

amazing. And now he's up to over 2 million, just literally in a space of days. So I've

been listening to him and finding other stuff to entertain myself.

LISA: 

One of which actually - this is not introvert related, but kind of - one of which

was, there was a Teddy Riley versus Baby face face-off. O bviously not a real one.

Right on, I think it's called Versus TV. It's set up by Swiss Beats ... And they like go

back to the old school and get stars of a bygone era. And say, whose catalog is

better? But it's fun and it's entertaining. And the stars come on and you get to hear

some of the backstories of what might've been going on at the time they created

something. It's cool. Anyway, so Teddy Riley versus Baby face was supposed to

have happened. I think it was either last this last, Saturday or Sunday. I don't

remember. And let me tell you, it was such an epic fail.

LISA: 
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Epic fail. Okay. Hold on. I'll send you a link to all of the memes. Basically what

happened was, and you know Babyface for sure.

LISA: 

Yes.SHARON: 

Right. So you know him - he's smooth, he's suave, he's classy. He's cool. This

is for the cool in you . That's him. Teddy Riley is a bit more hyped and he arrived - to

me it was like a classic introvert versus extrovert battle. Baby face shows up. He's

ready. Teddy Riley is there in a, I don't know, I guess in a studio or whatever in his

house. There's a 15 people in there. First of all, like let's start with what happened to

social distancing? Why are you in there with a crowd of people, right?

LISA: 

There's that.SHARON: 

He was there in a sweat suit, it looked like a velour sweat suit and a fedora.

And as s omebody said he proceeded to do things that only somebody that wears a

velour sweatsuit and a fedora would do.

LISA: 
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They didn't phrase it so nicely, let's put it that way. And then, so he had a hype

man. He had, three microphones. He had a screen at the back with visuals and

graphics and it's like, dude, it's just supposed to be you and your music. So what

kept happening is because you have so much equipment is it kept echoing and

feeding back. And so every time, every time, every time he said something, he said

something it was echo, echo, echo like this, I just really, really, really, really, really

annoying, annoying, annoying, annoying.

LISA: 

Yeah, I'm beginning to get a little feel of that.SHARON: 

So it was so horrible. But then what made it worse is everybody's on the live

and the chat telling him, Teddy, check your mic. Turn off this blah, blah. First of all,

there was no sound. Then there was sound, but it started echoing, like I said.

Everybody is trying to tell him to check it, but then there's nobody monitoring the

comments.

LISA: 

Huh.SHARON: 
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And so it was just, it was just a disaster and it was just so interesting because

that is to me how I often experience the world as an introvert. I'm there as an

introvert. I'm there, I'm there, right. Just quietly, prepared, ready to do whatever,

whatever. Right. and then here comes an extrovert, all bombast and jazz hands,

talking for no reason and making no sense, but ... Teddy Riley, I actually believe that

he is in his own way, a genius. It's not to take away from the man or his work. A t all

at all. He actually created an entire genre of music himself back then. And when you

go back and listen to his stuff, which is supposed to happen again tonight at eight

o'clock, so let's see. But when you go back and listen to his catalog, there's even

stuff that you'd had no idea that he had done, that he was behind, that he produced

or whatever, even if he didn't actually sing them himself.

LISA: 

So, he's extremely talented, but he needed to take it down a notchLISA: 

or two or threeSHARON: 

or several. Like, extroverts, e very now and then just take it down a notch, take

a breath, and leave room for other people. Yes. Leave room for other people

sometimes. It was just interesting.

LISA: 

I see what you mean by that. Because , you're right. As introverts, you

often feel like, we need a little room just to be quietly us.

SHARON: 
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Yeah. And the irony of it, of course, is everybody said, well Babyface won the

challenge, cause Baby face was just, he was just there quietly, socially distanced.

Because he, well first of all, he'd actually just recovered , from Corona. Right. And he

showed up.

LISA: 

It was just him by himself in a studio. No entourage, no hype man. Just him

and his music and he won the challenge because it was just him and his music. N ot

all the bombast.

LISA: 

I think your point is made Sis. T hat brings us nicely into the first segment

- in our world - because in our world as introverts we prefer quiet over noise and this

applies to many settings as just discussed but especially in the office. But you know

the same way we as introverts want to be understood, we need to seek to

understand and we understand that some people, and you know we're assuming

these people are extroverts, but we could be wrong, are actually missing the noise of

the office while they're on quarantine. Now, as an introvert, I've got to tell you I don't

miss the noise of the office. I haven't worked in an office for many years, but I

remember exactly what it was like, and I do not miss the noise of the office at all.

We've already talked in previous episodes about the pain of open plan offices for i

ntroverts, we don't need to revisit that, take it as read. But we understand that if

you're used to background noise, you might find en forced silence a little difficult and

maybe even creatively stifling. Guess what, there is a solution.

SHARON: 
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Okay.LISA: 

According to Lifehacker.SHARON: 

Right. And who else would it be from?LISA: 

And who else would it be from?“The cutely designed microsite

Reichenbergerstr 121 simulates office noise—handy if you’re working from home

and you miss the sounds of working in an office, or coffee shop, or anywhere where

other humans work alongside you.”

SHARON: 

And can I just say that, as introverts, we love our, we love our coffee

shops, but you'll notice we often have on our headphones. Yes. See the people, don't

hear the people, right Sis?

SHARON: 

Absolutely. In it, but not of it.LISA: 

In it, but not of it. So it's very interesting. I mean, I discovered this the

other day and I shared it with Lisa and we both had equal expressions of horror. It

has to be said.

SHARON: 
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Well, the thing is I could not, like, I genuinely cannot relate to it, but I

understand that for some people - as anathema as too much noise is for me, they're

equally turned off and disturbed by too much silence. Yeah. And I have to, I just have

to - I intellectually understand that . And so, but did you actually go and play with it?

LISA: 

I did not because it was noise.SHARON: 

I was curious. I'm not sure if I'm going to be able to get it to play so that our

listeners can hear it. But basically you click on all the little shapes and objects. Can

you hear that?

LISA: 

No. Can't hear a nything - but I'm going to drop the link in the show notes.SHARON: 

We will, but I mean, there's coffee, somebody's pouring coffee. The sound of

just general white noise, people chatting too loudly.

LISA: 

is there a water cooler?SHARON: 

There is a water cooler. There's so many noises. There's actually, which we've

all lived through, somebody crunching chips incessantly.

LISA: 

So every office noise you could possibly want is on that site.SHARON: 

Every single one. So it's hilarious.LISA: 
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So I just wanted to say, extrovert people, we got your back with this one.

Okay. If you're missing the noise, this is a resource that you can use. Okay. Introvert

people. Feel free to give it a pass.

SHARON: 

This is not for us, not for the introverts in the room, too funny. Well I think, I

think that's super cute though.

LISA: 

It was cute. I mean it's a great idea.SHARON: 

It's very, it's very inventive. Yes.SHARON: 

It's playful.LISA: 

Yes. And I think that's very good . Maybe anathema to me, but that's fine.

Other people will love it.

SHARON: 

Other people will love it for sure.LISA: 

Okay, so let's move smartly along to just venting and what do you want to

vent about today, Sis?

SHARON: 

Okay, well I don't, I mean, we're saying just venting. I don't, I don't even know if

it's really a vent. although maybe partially, but here's my thing. I think as introverts, a

lot of us often feel invisible.

LISA: 
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Oh yes.SHARON: 

Because we're so quiet and it can start from, from childhood, that feeling of

either not belonging or just not being seen. Yeah. And so I was thinking about it and I

wondered, I wanted to discuss with you, like what was your experience like growing

up

LISA: 

Did you ever feel invisible do you, have you felt invisible as a, as a child, as an

adult. Do you still feel that way? I definitely felt invisible. I remember I told a friend of

mine once if I, I guess if I had to grade myself, I would say, I'm, I'm, I'm a solid B in,

in the school of life, by which I mean, I always kind of felt like, I'm not the worst at

anything. I'm not the best at anything and I'm just there in the middle, neither loved

nor hated, neither visible nor invisible, but just sort of like there in sort of the gray in

between. So what about you?

LISA: 

I t's funny, I was talking to somebody the other day and the people who

have known me from school days remember me as being very quiet.

SHARON: 
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That is, that is, uniformly what they said about me. And it's interesting

because as we've previously discussed, when you get to know people, then you

relax around them and then they don't even believe that you were an introvert. Right.

So, I've been in groups of people that I knew as children and they say, wait, didn't

you used to be really quiet? And , yes, certainly there are ways in which if you are

not the bombastic type, you do get overlooked in an office setting. And I think we've

discussed that before. Because you're probably, they're sitting quietly synthesizing

information and not saying anything unless you feel it needs to be said. Right. So

definitely what tends to happen is that suddenly you'll say something and people will

do a double take and realize that, Hey, there's something going on in there.

SHARON: 

Right. But because you're a quiet sort, they don't necessarily see that this

is happening. What about you? What do you think?

SHARON: 
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I agree with, with what you said. I definitely felt somewhat invisible even

though I actually have no idea whether people thought I was quiet or not. I mean, I

don't talk that much to people I used to go to school with. It's probably not a surprise,

but, I had a couple of friends and I didn't feel quiet around them. So, I don't think, I

don't think they thought I was quiet. And like I said, I don't know what other people

thought and I don't know that I actually care that much because if we're not close

enough, then I probably actually don't care about your opinion, you know . But it

definitely can be, if you know what you are capable of, if you know that you have a

lot to offer, and that you're being overlooked or overlooked or silenced or looked

down upon or whatever, or, or not, or just not seen or ignored, then that can be

painful.

LISA: 

It definitely can be painful. And I've experienced that multiple times in multiple

ways, but it kinda is what it is. You get used to it. Again, what has been helpful for me

was actually realizing, Oh, I'm an introvert and doing a lot of reading and research

around it and finding ways to be and feel more understood. So do you think, here's,

here's the thing. Oh, did you have a question. Go ahead.

LISA: 
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No, I was, I was going to say that it's often the case where you will say

something and not be heard and then somebody who is louder will say virtually the

same thing or maybe not even say the same thing quite as well. And all of a sudden

everybody says , Oh, what a great idea, s o and you're thinking well, did they not

hear me. Right? That happens all the time. But, what I found is that a way around

that, because like many introverts, I express myself well in the written word. So while

meetings are not my sweet spot, I can send you an email and outline my ideas and

you will realize that I do actually have some brains in there. Right. I don't know what

strategies you use.

SHARON: 

Sometimes I do that, if I feel like it is probably in my best interest to make an

effort and show willing, but often, you know me, I can be a little prickly, hardly ever.

LISA: 

No comment. No comment.SHARON: 

Yeah. And so,often I'm like, do I care enough? And often the answer's no. And

so I'm like, okay, fine. I know that I have brains in my head. I know that I have good

ideas. I know that I have a strategy around this. If y'all don't care to listen, it is what it

is . And I just redirect my energy towards places and people where I think, Oh,

there's some receptivity. Yes. I'm not, I'm not going to spend my time and energy

banging my head against the wall, trying to be seen and accepted.

LISA: 
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Like, that is a losing, losing battle. But I think, I think it must be hard for

children though, especially probably more so in the States than in Barbados I would

imagine. Because even more so here than there, the cult of extroversion, is strong

and ubiquitous and, children that are quiet are much more likely to be, sort of,

completely marginalized. they're, they're, they're seen as an even, even by, by

teachers actually. Yeah. sometimes I think, a quieter child is, it's not that they don't

have anything going on. It is just that, they need just a little bit more support or are a

resource or a helping hand. And so sometimes it takes, teacher who is, committed

and who is vigilant to say, okay, why not

LISA: 

Let's, why not let Suzy try this and Suzy, are you scared to do it on your own.

Okay. I'll hold your hand while you do it. We'll do it together, and sort of build, build,

build Susie up, Susie or Sam, whoever up a little bit. And help them along and not

assume because they're quiet, they're not interested or that they're, or just give up on

them.

LISA: 

Yes. And sometimes it's just a question of asking them a direct question

because they're not the ones that are going to push through the noise. Right.

sometimes it's just recognizing, being, being equitable in the way that you, you seek

information or allocate projects or whatever it happens to be to give that person a

chance to shine even if they have not spoken. Right.

SHARON: 

Because everything, everything, doesn' t have to be spoken.LISA: 
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Some children are going to shine during show and tell. Yeah. But they can't

write an essay to save their lives.

LISA: 

And some people are in the essay peopleSHARON: 

some people are the essay people, but not good at show and tell and it's okay,

it's all okay, but don't punish and marginalizes the ones who are quieter or who need,

like you said, who are better at expressing through the written word and, and so on.

J ust don't marginalize them and, continue to keep them in an invisible space

because, especially as a child, that can morph into, basically just feeling that you

like, like you don't matter. Like you're not important, nobody cares and it can go into

mental health issues and you never want to that kind of burden. You shouldn't want

to p ut that kind of burden on a child.

LISA: 

So, I would say, even even among adults, I know I've definitely experienced

moments of kindness from others where they'll give me an opportunity, they'll be like,

okay, we know Lisa's quiet, but we think that she'll be good at XYZ. And so they feed

me a project at which I can shine. and so more of us need those kinds of

kindnesses. Yes. I think that's that on that for today, right. Unless, did you have

anything else?

LISA: 

I think that is, this has been a very interesting discussion.SHARON: 
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I want to thank you all for listening to the Introvert Ssisters podcast. Get the

show notes on the introvert sisters.com yes. And guys, we are now. We are now

major. We're streaming on Apple Podcasts, Spotify, all the major channels. So

subscribe, leave a review and don't forget to follow us on Instagram and Facebook

@ the introvert sisters for m ore introvert themed goodness. All right. So bye guys.

Thanks again for tuning in. Bye.

OUTRO: 


